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Finishes

Other fi nishes available upon request

ThePalm
Design by Cristian Cubiñá

Structure iron

Shade sandblasted methacrylate

Lamps included and not replaceable

5190/121  pendant 12 arms white

5190/126  pendant 12 arms matt nickel

5190/120  pendant 12 arms matt gold

5190/181 pendant 18 arms white

5190/186  pendant 18 arms matt nickel

5190/180  pendant 18 arms matt gold

5190/301  pendant 30 arms white

5190/306  pendant 30 arms matt nickel

5190/300  pendant 30 arms matt gold

LED Cree 3W 2700K 248lm

A+

THEPALM is a beautiful reversion of a classic chandelier pendant, with a design of 
soft and rounded shapes that resemble the appearance of a palm tree.
From THEPALM we love the softness of its curved forms, its combination of 'vinta-
ge' reminiscences with its contemporary air, its spectacular yet serene look. THE 
PALM luminaire is designed to be mounted either with the arms facing upwards or 
facing downwards. This versatility is especially interesting when it comes to crea-
ting combinations of luminaires for atriums or large spaces, where you can not only 
play with the sizes but also with the position of the chandelier’s arms. THE PALM 
is ideal for residential, hotel and commercial projects and, in general, for any space 
that requires an original and striking hanging lamp that brings beauty, luminosity 
and a look of soft shapes.
THEPALM comes in three sizes: 12 arms, 18 arms and 30 arms. These are cylin-
drical and form the luminaire by being mounted side by side to form the perimeter 
around the central body. They are made of iron, metallized fi nishes –gold or nickel- 
or painted white. At the end of each arm there is a Led Cree 3W 2700K 248lm, 
which illuminates a diffuser of sandblasted solid methacrylate, which produces a 
pleasant and powerful sifting light that does not dazzle. The PALM collection is not 
dimmable, but it can be ordered in a dimmable version if required.


